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Lessons from a Deaf and Blind Woman
Greetings Fellow Lions, Lionesses, and Leos,

By Derek Ledda, Council Chair

As I began this New Year, I was given the
very special opportunity to reflect on what
it means to be a Lion and found myself
guided by the insights of Helen Keller to
whom the Lions of the world made the
profound commitment 89 years ago to serve
as her Knights of the Blind in the crusade
against darkness.
Having visited "Matteo's Dream" last year
which Lions built so that children of all
abilities could have a recreation park in
which to play and then attending the Rose
Parade in Pasadena where I watched Lions
and Leos so painstakingly build a Lions float as a tribute to the persistence,
passion and love that Matteo's Mom and the Crockett and other local Lions
Clubs had in fulfilling the very special dream of that special little boy, I was
reminded of Helen Keller, another person with special needs and a special
dream, who could easily have had "Matteo's Dream" in mind when she said
"When we do the best that we can, we never know what miracle is wrought
in our life, or in the life of another."
I continue to be inspired by Lions here and everywhere who, in striving to do
their very best in serving others, are making miracles happen, whether it's by
eliminating river blindness, planting over 14 million trees, overcoming
childhood and adult illiteracy and by providing help and hope to hundreds of
thousands of desperately needy survivors of devastating disasters in places
like Haiti, New Orleans, Fukushima, Japan, the northeast corner of the
United States and most recently Leyte and Samar Islands in the Philippines
where Hurricane Haiyan left 10,000 dead and countless many more still
without food, water, shelter medical treatment, fuel and a livelihood.
I know that we are driven by what Helen Keller also said, that"Although
the world is full of suffering, it is full also of the overcoming of it."
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Time and time again, whether it's through the smaller projects that our
clubs and individual Lions have undertaken or the worldwide projects of
Lions Clubs International, Lions are up to the task of successfully
meeting every challenge we face in easing the pain and suffering of
others wherever we may find it. Sometimes we may find the task
daunting, especially if it is a project that we've never tried before, and
we need to be reminded that we are capable of accomplishing anything
that is worthwhile to which we set our minds.
I'm grateful for the reminders that Helen Keller has given us that "Optimism
is the faith that leads to achievement. Nothing can be done without hope
and confidence," and that "No pessimist ever discovered the secret of the
stars or sailed an uncharted land, or opened a new doorway for the human
spirit."
And when the naysayers try to chip away at your confidence and tell you that
your idea has never been tried before and can't work or that it's too much
work or there are too many problems with trying what you have in mind, share
with them what Helen Keller said, that "The only thing worse than being
blind is having sight but no vision," and then remember what she also said
that "While they were saying among themselves it cannot be done, it was
done."
Fellow Lions, Lionesses, and Leos, we face many challenges ahead but I don't
doubt our capacity to serve the neediest of our brothers and sisters in
extraordinary ways. The question we must still answer is whether we are
equally committed to finding the many more new members with the additional
hands we need to do all that is asked of us to change people's lives for the
better or to even save lives. The goals we have in service are too important
for us to accept that they can't be accomplished because we don't have
enough Lions to do the job. Our attitude should be as Helen Keller said, "It
is for us to pray not for tasks equal to our powers, but for powers equal to
our tasks, to go forward with a great desire forever beating at the door of
our hearts as we travel toward our distant goal."
I ask every one of you and every club to make a personal commitment to
giving the gift of becoming a Lion to all the service-minded people you
know who will in turn give us the power to meet every challenge we face
in alleviating the suffering of the many needy people in our local
neighborhoods and around the world.
I leave you with the words of our International President Barry Palmer, with
whom I had the pleasure of discussing many of my personal project goals.
His response was simple, "Go for it!" So, I say the same to you, who face the
challenges and possible doubts about doing more service and finding more
hands to serve, just "Go for it!" Thank you Lions, Lionesses and Leos for all
you do.
Lion Derek, Council Chair
Multiple District 4, Lions Clubs International
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This Year's Peace Posters on Parade
From the Public Relations Committee
ATTENTION ALL MD-4 LIONS
On Saturday, February 15th, from 2:00 pm to 3:00 pm, a special reception will be held to honor the 2013
Peace Poster Contest participants, and their posters will be on display.
THE RECEPTION WILL BE HELD IN THE FOYER IN FRONT OF THE
EMPIRE BALLROOM.
Please stop by and admire these works of art and talk with their creators!!
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED!!!
Public Relations Committee Members

Youth Outreach Committee Members

PDG Al Russell, Chair
Lion Aurora Cudal, Senior Member
PDG Francis Bognuda, Member
PDG Lita Guidotti, Member
DG Kenny Shu
1ST VDG Larry Marcum
2ND VDG Ron Raines

Lion Melanie Hunter, Chair
PDG Jim Bartleson, Senior Member
Lion Tony Hong, Member
Lion Gary Hall, Member
DG Napoleon White
1st VDG Vincent Lipinski
2nd VDG Craig Cooper

Message from International Director Larry Dicus
First, I'm pleased to congratulate our Multiple District for being positive
in net membership growth year to date. It is impressive that ten of our
fifteen district leadership teams received Dream Achiever awards for the
second quarter. This is a great accomplishment!!
As I visit districts and participate in their conventions, I've observed one
common trait that separates the healthy growing districts from the
struggling ones. The difference is Teamwork. I joined a Toastmasters
club last year to help me improve my speaking skills. In the October
Toastmasters magazine, their International President shared the following
thoughts about Team-building. Please read this and assure as you finish
this year and begin planning for next year, that the leaders in your
district are using these principles - 'the three 'C's.
The 3 C's of Team-building by George Yen, International President, Toastmasters
When I started attending International Conventions as the spouse of a district and area governor about a dozen
years ago, I noticed the interactions of district leaders. Some leaders stick together like glue, while others go
their own separate ways, barely talking to each other. In the years since joining the Board in 2006, I realized
that the manner in which the top three district officers interact with one another is a fairly good indicator of the
quality of teamwork among them, and in turn, a predictor of their district's success in the year ahead.
If leadership is about influencing others to achieve a common goal, then the first task is to build a team, or as
the 2012 Golden Gavel recipient John C. Maxwell said, "From me to we." To get to the "we" requires the three
C's:

Communication. For an organization dedicated to communication and leadership, it is ironic that
members of a district leadership "team" at times fail to communicate with one another, especially on
important things like goal setting, strategy and decision making. Communication is the basic ingredient
for establishing essential trust, which in turn empowers the team to be successful.
Collaboration. Only with communication can there be collaboration, which is what makes members
function as a team. For a leader to gain the collaboration of the team members, he or she needs to have
an open heart and mind. We need to overcome the all too human attachment to being right. This would
mean putting aside our ego and being willing to be wrong.
Commitment. Once a team has communication and collaboration, it can get the commitment of its
members to move toward a shared vision and goal. An individual's power is raised exponentially with the
help of a team. When a district member sees the 3 C's in their leadership team, they are inspired to
emulate the behavior of those leaders and give them their support.
Whether you are a club or district leader, Toastmasters is a great practice field for leadership. Since you aren't
giving Toastmasters members a job or a paycheck, they follow you only because they choose to. As you
exercise this purest form of leadership, look around to see if you are empowering or disempowering your team.

Please work together to assure that these Teamwork principles are in place in your district.
Yours in service,
Larry Dicus, International Director
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How to Turn Your Lions Club from Good to Great "10 Tips"
By Chuck Cassy, MD4 GMT Coordinator
Doesn't every Lion want their Club to be better? The following are a few
tips that I've observed that allow our Clubs to improve:
1. Talk to each other. Members don't talk about ways to improve their
Club. How about a Retreat or just time away from meetings to discuss
improvement? How about using the CEP Process?
2. Clubs don't plan. To be successful, shouldn't goals be set for the year
and a plan implemented to reach those goals? This is especially true with
increasing your membership. Set a goal and find ways to reach them.
3. Does your Club have a signature project? Lions is attractive to our
community when there is a project that everyone knows that's a Lions
project. It needs to be one that makes an impact on your community.
4. Are you having fun? When Lions are together, it should be fun. Are
there strong friendships in your Club? Do you have sufficient social interaction?
5. Do you promote your Club at your activities and projects? A brag board with your accomplishments or
even a flyer lets the community know what you do. This will make your Club attractive to potential members.
6. Are your meetings the kind you like to attend? If you're a prospective member, would you enjoy your
meeting? If not, change it.
7. Is the Club prepared to make new Lions welcome and to find out what they want from Lions and to give it
to them?

8. Lions say they want younger members. Is your Club willing to make changes to be attractive to younger
members? Can you make your Club family-friendly and give up some traditions that don't appeal to younger
people?
9. Is your Club developing leadership and expanding the horizons and growth of members? Lions offer
terrific leadership training at the District, MD4 and International levels. Get your Leadership to go to it
and improve (things like the MD4 Leadership Institute). Visit other Clubs and find out how they do things.
Take improvements back to your Club. Make new friends and relationships in those Clubs. They will prove to
be invaluable.
10. Does your Club give meaningful recognition and awards to your members? Other than friendship, this is
the only pay volunteer Lions get. Just saying "thank you"email, a note makes us all feel valued. Recognize a
Lion of the Month, Lion of the Year, etc. But, do something to make your Lions feel good about being in
your Club.
These 10 are, of course, not complete or enough to make your Club a perfect Club, but I bet if you try a
few, you'll like the changes in your Club.
A reminder that the GMT and GLT Teams are here for only one reason - to help your Clubs become great.

IT'S A GREAT DAY TO BE A LION!
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Lead, Follow or....
By PDG Chris Morris, MD-4 GLT Coordinator
When I was a teenager my dad gave me the short course in leadership. It
was straight from General George Patton, "Lead, follow or get the hell out
of the way." I have tried to follow the advice over the years and have
discovered that the issue is often which mode are you in and at what time.
As we go through Lions and life, our roles change over time. As a Cabinet
Secretary and as a Vice District Governor my place was as a follower and
support troop. As a Governor it was my turn to lead. As the Global
Leadership Team Coordinator it has been my pleasure to lead a great team.
After this I will go into a mode where someone else will lead and it will be
my role to help, advise and let someone else lead.
This is an extremely difficult transition for some of our leaders to make
when they are no longer in charge and expected to be a supporter. For
those who have a real problem making the transition; it may be best for them to just step aside for a while
and get the hell out of the way. This is no different from a Club President once their year is over.

Do you know someone who cannot let go?
Many of us in leadership positions at the district or multiple district have different positions in our clubs.
It is a big shock for some Past District Governors to go back to their club and find out that nobody really
cares about their former exalted position or what they did last year. The big question is usually "Did you
forget how to flip pancakes?" or "Do you still know how to work?"
I know one PDG who has been in three different clubs since going out of office and is now on to his
fourth. Nobody seems to care who he once was or why he thinks he is so special. Probably the best

advice I can give to anyone who is going out of an office is to get involved again at the club level or
with a Lions project.
Lions need the experience of the PDGs, Past Presidents, Secretaries and other leaders. We need mentors
for upcoming leaders. We need trainers. Our projects always need talented people to serve. Some of these
jobs are in leadership. Many more times we can help as advisors to the people behind us. Mentoring is part
of leadership.
One real need that exists in most districts is for folks who will be on the lookout for future
leadership and encourage newer people to step up, to get training and to help them along the way. In
some districts this is done by the PDGs. In other districts there is no culture of the PDGs helping
encourage new leaders. That is sad.
All leaders from Club President to Council Chair need to figure out what they are going to do when they go
out of office. Please figure out what you are going to do next year and how you can help other Lions. Be
one of those who leads or follows, not the person who can't let go and is asked to get out of the way.
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"Giving is Good!"
by PCC Roger Powell, LCIF Coordinator

We are more than halfway through our Lions
year, and giving is indeed good! We are well
on our way to achieving our goal of $500,000
from MD4 for 2013-14.
Thank you for that!

Spring Is a Good Time For Melvin Jones Awards
As we enter springtime, it's a time for clubs and districts to reward those
who have given outstanding service. What better way to thank these Lions than
to present them with a Melvin Jones Fellowship or a contribution toward a
Progressive Melvin Jones? These are lasting gifts that will long be
remembered. To maximize the recognition of these awards, it's an excellent
idea to present them at district conventions and/or club installations.

Participation Needs Improvement
In the first half of the year I have traveled to several District meetings and made presentations at MD4
meetings and at the convention to spread the word about giving to LCIF. An important need is to raise the
involvement of our members and clubs in donations to the Foundation. In 2012-13 less than 40% of our
clubs and members gave to LCIF. This means that not a single person in 60% of our clubs has made a
donation! Think of how much more we could do by increasing participation just to 50%!

Contributing Membership Is an Option
With all of the emphasis we place on the Melvin Jones Fellowship option, another way to give is often
overlooked. This is the "Contributing Membership," an annual program that recognizes three levels of
support: $20, $50, and $100. While these donations are not eligible for Melvin Jones Fellowships, they are
recognized with bronze, silver, and gold pins for each level of support, and clubs are awarded a 100
percent Member Support banner patch and chevron for the first year of 100 percent Contributing
Membership. This is a good way to get members started on contributing. For more information go to lcif.org
and access "Ways to Give."

LCIF Is YOUR Charity
Remember, LCIF is YOUR charity, and the funds generated are returned in the form
of grants to district and club projects. Disaster relief is, of course, also a major
recipient of donations worldwide. Thank you again, all who have participated and
continue to give to LCIF programs. Giving truly is good!
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Lions Rose Parade Float 2014
by Lion Larry Dicus, International Director
I'm pleased to share that our Lions Rose Parade Float 'Lions Built Matteo's Dream' was awarded the
Tournament Special Trophy for exceptional merit in multiple classifications at the Pasadena Tournament of
Roses on Wednesday. This is our first award since 1993!

Congratulations to Lions Float Committee President Lion PDG Norm MacKenzie and the entire Lions Float
Committee for this achievement. Lion International President Barry J. Palmer and First Lady Anne were on
the float greeting the hundreds of thousands of people along the parade route. Lion Liz Lamach and several
other builders and supporters of the park in Concord also rode on the float.
The most important part of our Rose Parade entry is the story our float tells this year. It is the story how
one Lion 'Lion Liz Lamach' followed her dream and worked with Lions to make her dream come true! The
title of the float is 'Lions Built Matteo's Dream Park'. It is a replica of the park built by Lions in Northern
California for children of all abilities. Over 2,000 Lions from more than 43 clubs worked together to help
make the dream of Lion Liz Lamach come true! She is truly a Lion who 'Followed her dream!'
Please review the story behind our Lions float by clicking on the video below.
Please help us share this outstanding story about what Lions can do!

Thank you for being a Lion!! I encourage you to invite friends, associates, or family members to also
become a Lion and enjoy the experience of 'making a difference' in your community.

Matteo's Dream
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Student Speaker Contest
by Garrett Becker, Chairperson
Greetings Lions,
Happy New Year to all! Another year has passed and 2014 is in
front of us. I'm excited about the new year for many reasons, one
of which is the Student Speakers Contest.

This year's topic, "Community Service - What Does It Mean and
Why Does It Matter?" is provocative and challenging, which
should result in a very exciting contest.
Club contests are beginning with zone soon to follow. As a
reminder, the contest dates are:
Club level - on or before February 23, 2014
Zone level - on or before March 16, 2014
Region level - on or before April 6, 2014
District level - on or before May 4, 2014
Area contest - on or before June 1, 2014
MD-4 final contest - June 7, 2014, Pasadena Hilton, Pasadena CA

Remember, clubs cannot hold a contest if their
MD-4 dues are not current.
No doubt many issues and conflicts will arise this year as they have
in the past. I am here, as are all of the Student Speaker Committee
members, to help resolve problems. So don't hesitate to contact us
if you need to do so. Our contact information is listed on page 27
of the handbook. But, remember, the handbook is the contest
guideline and clearly states the rules and requirements for a contest.

Sooo, my rant this year, read the handbook!!!
Even if you have read it many times before, there is much to remember and there are changes as there are
every year. I am from northern California - Linden - so I don't have many contacts in southern California,
particularly the Pasadena area. If you know of anyone who would like to assist me with the final contest,
particularly judges, please pass along their contact information or have them get in touch with me. In
advance, thank you for your help.
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Lions Clubs 2014 International Convention, Toronto, Ontario

What Lions Say About Convention
LCI is making plans for an exciting 97th Lions Clubs Annual International Convention (LCICon) from July 4
- 8, 2014 in the city of Toronto, Ontario, Canada, and we enthusiastically invite you to join the celebration.
Toronto, Canada's most cosmopolitan city, is situated on beautiful Lake Ontario and is one of the most
dynamic, culturally diverse and vibrant places on earth. Lions will find an abundance of vibrant nightlife,
stunning architecture, great museums, wonderful vintage stores, luxury shops and everything in between.
Discover and experience a world of arts, culture, and energy around every corner in a friendly atmosphere
that welcomes everyone. Toronto is expecting you!
Convention-goers can look forward to an inspiring week of business and pleasure, as we unite to shape the
future of our great association. The festivities include our own culturally diverse International Parade of
Nations through the heart of Toronto along with interesting seminars, lively plenary sessions, the gala
International Show, and the election of LCI's 2014-2015 International President.

The most important part of our international convention, however, is you - the Lions and Leos from around
the world whose commitment to serving those in need remains constant in our ever-changing world. Join the
fun July 4 - 8, 2014 in Toronto. We are expecting you!
Stay current by following LCICon on Twitter and liking our Facebook Page.
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Order now! MD-4 2014 Toronto
International Convention Pin
Click here for the Order Form for the MD-4 2014 Toronto International
Convention pin.
Order Early. Only California Lions Residents may order. Pins will be
sold on a first come, first served basis. Order by the dozen only.
You may send your order with funds to Lion Fred Bunch, PO Box
1908, Oakhurst, CA 93644, and pick up your order in the Pin Trading
room at the MD-4 Convention in Ontario to save postage.
Regular $27 per dozen
Prestige $30 per dozen
Plus Shipping & Handling
ORDER PINS
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California Lions Friends in Sight
By Larry Williams, Co-Chairman District 4L4 Eyeglass Collection Project

In the second quarter of the 2013/14 Lion year the California Lions Friends in Sight Vision Screening
Team traveled to nine sites. In these sites, they served the vision needs of 2,848 individuals with 90% of
them leaving with vision improving recycled eyeglasses. The top two vision screenings done, during the
quarter, was where the Team was able to serve the vision needs of over 416 individuals in Oxnard then on
down close to the Mexican border in Imperial where in a day and a half the Team was able see over700
individuals with 672 of them leaving with their vision improving recycled eyeglasses.
This brings the CLFIS Vision Screening Teams year-to-date- numbers up to 5,362 individuals seen versus
only 4,572 over the same period last year. If this year's numbers continue to grow at the same rate, this
year's total will be 10,724 or a 6% increase over last year's 9,526 which is coming off a 36% increase in
individuals seen totally last fiscal Lions year.
As has been pointed out before, the Team could not provide these vision screenings without the help of the
many volunteers that come to help. This first half of the year the CLFIS Vision Screening Team had 755
volunteers working right along beside them in the 17 vision screenings done this fiscal year. These

volunteers came from 45 different Lions Clubs representing numerous MD4 Districts across central and
Southern California, and including several Leo clubs and many outside organizations and non- Lions.
If you would like to help during the second half of this fiscal year go to the CLFIS website:
californialionsfriendsinsight.org to see the upcoming schedule of vision screenings. The CLFIS Vision
Screening Team needs many more volunteers to continue to maintain the same excellent services. So when
they are in your area come out and volunteer your help.
A big thank you again goes out to all the Lions Clubs who continue their financial and volunteer support of
these California Lions Friends in Sight vision screenings.
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Multiple District Office
by Cass Cara, Office Manager
Greetings MD-4 Lions,
Your MD-4 office is in good health, orderly and the outside plantings are
flourishing in this beautiful Santa Barbara climate -- what a privilege it is to
have a state office. I am honored to work here. The office was built in 1955
and the staff moved in on July 30; perhaps next year we should celebrate its
60th birthday.

Groundbreaking
Half a year has passed since the 2013-2014
year started; the councils came back from
Germany (all accounted for), the 2nd VDGs have
settled into their new responsibilities, the Peace
Poster and Essay Contest was a success, the
holiday season passed, I took a vacation to visit
family at the frigid New England coast, and the
clubs are revving up for their level in the annual
Student Speakers Contest.
Speaking of the Student Speakers contest, any
leftover contest materials will be brought to the
MD-4 convention for distribution on February

Office Construction 1955

12-16th. Good luck and we look forward to
seeing the final contestants in Pasadena. Please try to order your club packets online early for next year's
contest--even if you're not sure the club will hold a contest. It is more efficient and cost effective to send
the packets out at the group rate than to send them individually later in the year.
The third Council of Governors meeting and the MD-4 Convention are upon us; I hope everyone has
registered. MD-4 is nothing without you. Regardless of your individual club affiliation, you are all MD-4
Lions, too.
Now for some sour with the sweet: In order to hold a Student Speakers
Contest or vote as a delegate at the convention, clubs must be in good
standing. Statements of delinquent dues have just been mailed and the
governors are tasked with the tiring and burdensome responsibly of
collecting. We thank all those who pay the bill promptly and encourage those
who don't to seek assistance on their financial matters; the districts and
MD-4 rely on these dues to function. MD-4 and your district have many
committees and leaders who can help; just ask.
Don't forget, your California taxes must be filed regardless of how much money has been raised...they
changed the rules a couple of years ago. If a club turns in its charter, not only is that a sad day for all, but
the state of California and federal IRS should be notified so they can take the club off their records.
January -June invoices will be mailed out to the club treasurers in February, along with any
notifications or announcements on MD-4 happenings. The governor's executive committee has access to
these as well. Please make sure your contact information with Lions Clubs International (LCI) is
correct and that the new officers are recorded there. That is where I get the data I use to reach out
to you, and if it is missing or incorrect, the invoices and announcements will not make it to the club.
Check the MD-4 website often to stay updated. www.md4lions.org. One day, not yet, I hope to have the
invoices online for your ease. Wish me luck.
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Calendar 2013-2014
Click to view
(http://md4lions.org/library/Calendar/MD4_Calendar_2013-2014.pdf)

Lions on the Web
Join one or more of these social media sites to network with other Lions. Share information, ideas and
videos. Let the world know you're proud to be a Lion!
http://lionsclubs.org/blog/
http://www.facebook.com/lionsclubs
http://www.youtube.com/user/lionsclubsorg
http://twitter.com/lionsclubs
http://www.linkedin.com/company/33854
http://www.flickr.com/photos/lionsclubsorg/
http://pinterest.com/lionsclubsorg/
http://instagram.com/lionsclubs
http://www.lionssmile.org/
Welcome to this electronic edition of The Leader. Please send your articles and items for future
newsletters to Linda Pugliese, MD-4 Newsletter Editor, at ljpugliese@hotmail.com.
You may unsubscribe at any time if you no longer wish to be on the mailing list.
Linda Pugliese, Newsletter Editor
(408) 996-2986
ljpugliese@hotmail.com
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